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Clever WMS Devices
The information you need, where you need it, 

on the device of your choice.

Product Overview

Clever WMS Devices updates your Microsoft 
Dynamics 365 Business Central system with 
accurate inventory data, straight from the 
warehouse. It also gives you the traceability and 
performance reporting you have always dreamt 
of.

Benefits 

  •  Drive the right priorities to the right people 
as soon as they are needed 

  •  Optimized to make every process fast 
and easy, from receipt to shipment

  •  Fully validate all data as it is input so that 
everyone can access accurate, real-time 
stock updates

  •  As flexible as you need, configure what 
information to capture or display

  •  Enforce correct process for lots, serial 
numbers & variants

  •  Go paperless! Scan and fulfil orders using 
the handheld device of your choice

  • Access employee insights for reporting and  
 auditing

  •  Future proof V2 Extension 
for easy upgradability

Requirements

Dynamics 365 Business Central or Premium

Do you struggle with inaccurate 
inventory?

Battling to meet demand and get orders out the door on 
time?

Clever WMS Devices makes booking warehousing transactions as they 
happen, quick and accurate. What’s in your warehouse is immediately 
reflected within your Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central system, so 
that all main warehouse processes for every type of inventory transaction 
are handled with ease. From receipts and put-aways, through to 
replenishment, picking and shipping – you can do it all with Clever WMS 
Devices.
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A clean, simple, intuitive user 
interface, available for Android 
platforms
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SCAN / ENTER ITEM NO.

LOCATION CODE WHITE

BIN CODE W-08-1369

ITEM NO. LS-75

VARIANT CODE W01C

UNIT OF MEASURE CODE PCS

QUANTITY 15

DEFAULT NO

Is keeping track of the exact location of inventory and what 
is physically in each bin, against what is on the Dynamics 365 
Business Central screen, a challenge? Are you always in doubt 
because you never know if there are unregistered transactions 
still out there? Have you struggled to get process followed 
because the perception is that the data is wrong anyway? 

Clever WMS Devices will transform your warehouse!

Make transactions quick and easy, get perfect accuracy with 
faster pick and put-away rates. 

When a warehouse item moves, that movement and every type 
of inventory transaction is instantly reflected in your Dynamics 
365 Business Central. You can even save time and do physical 
inventory counts as you pick to really ensure that you inventory data 
is spot on every time!

Every Second Counts

With the e-commerce and next day delivery boom you have to work smarter, in 
the least amount of time to meet customer expectations. Clever WMS Devices 
helps you to turn orders around quickly and get it to where it needs to be 
with minimum time and effort. It provides you with the automation you need 
to complete processes fast and accurate every time, increase capability and 
therefore the standard of your service. Those impossible requests are suddenly 
possible again!

Your warehouse staff will love it, who doesn’t want to travel less and still finish 
quicker? No more going to a screen or printer to find out what to do next, no 
more blame for getting it wrong when the pressure is on. Everything they need 
is done on the move, with the software you use supporting them to make 
sure they can fulfil orders swiftly, and get started on the next one as quickly as 
possible.

With touchscreens and large buttons, 
the user interface is designed to work 
with gloved hands, even in poorly lit 
environments.
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SCAN / ENTER ITEM NO.

LOCATION CODE WHITE

BIN CODE W-08-1369

BIN CODE Y-04-1104

BIN CODE Z-18-989

ITEM NO. LS-75

ITEM NO. YW-23

ITEM NO. ZW-4

VARIANT CODE W01C

VARIANT CODE Y05A

VARIANT CODE Z01D

Get started today!

Clever WMS Devices is a modern extension that can be 
installed and configured in minutes. Designed with simplicity 
and flexibility in mind Clever WMS Devices uses familiar 
touchscreen techniques that even glove-wearing staff, in dark 
warehousing will find easy. The consistent easy visuals mean 
no long training courses and that all users will be able to start 
using the app straightaway. 

It’s easy to see what warehousing staff have completed and 
what is still outstanding using in-built insightful reports.  

Stop the phone calls and emails to warehousing double 
checking stock levels and give everyone, whether they work in 
sales, finance or warehousing the confidence they need to do 
their jobs.

Unlock the potential of 
your warehouse with 

real-time data integrated 
into your Dynamics 365 

Business Central ERP system

For more information, email us 
at hello@cleverdynamics.co.uk 

or visit our product page:

cleverdynamics.co.uk/ 

clever-wms-devices
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Get routed fast - a few clicks and 
drill down to the information that 
your operators need.
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